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Harry Potter And The Philosopher's Stone:
1/7 (Harry Potter 1)
When Harry Potter is left on a doorstep as a baby, he has no
idea he is the Boy Who Lived, or that he is famous throughout
the wizarding world. Years later, he is astonished to receive an
acceptance letter to Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry
and he is soon whisked off on a magical adventure like no other.
Join Harry and his fiercely loyal friends, Hermione and Ron, in
this story about the power of truth, love and hope. Having
become classics of our time, the Harry Potter eBooks never fail
to bring comfort and escapism. With their message of hope,
belonging and the enduring power of truth and love, the story of
the Boy Who Lived continues to delight generations of new
readers.
Unlock the more straightforward side of Harry Potter and the
Philosopher’s Stone with this concise and insightful summary and
analysis! This engaging summary presents an analysis of Harry
Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone by J.K. Rowling, the first
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book in the bestselling series. In the novel, we are introduced
to the Boy Who Lived and the wizarding world, which is inhabited
by a range of colourful characters and fantastical creatures. In
Harry’s first year at Hogwarts School at Witchcraft and
Wizardry, he begins his magical education, shines on the
Quidditch field and overcomes a series of sinister obstacles to
find the mysterious Philosopher’s Stone. Harry Potter and the
Philosopher’s Stone is the first novel in J.K. Rowling’s
bestselling seven-book series, which has inspired films, video
games, board games and even a theme park. Rowling is now a
household name around the world, and her other books include The
Casual Vacancy (2012) and The Cuckoo’s Calling (2013), which was
published under the pseudonym Robert Galbraith. Find out
everything you need to know about Harry Potter and the
Philosopher’s Stone in a fraction of the time! This in-depth and
informative reading guide brings you: •A complete plot summary
•Character studies •Key themes and symbols •Questions for
further reflection Why choose BrightSummaries.com? Available in
print and digital format, our publications are designed to
accompany you on your reading journey. The clear and concise
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style makes for easy understanding, providing the perfect
opportunity to improve your literary knowledge in no time. See
the very best of literature in a whole new light with
BrightSummaries.com!
The Irish translation of the first Harry Potter book, Harry
Potter and the Philosopher's Stone, in which Harry Potter, a
normal eleven-year-old boy, discovers that he is a wizard. Long
ago, Harry's parents were killed in a battle with the evil Lord
Voldemort. When we first meet Harry, he is living miserably with
his repulsive and non magical (or Muggle) Aunt Petunia and Uncle
Vernon Dursley, and their even more revolting son, Dudley.
Following a bizarre but hilarious chain of events, Harry finds
himself at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry with an
outrageous cast of characters, including super smart Hermione
Granger, vile Draco Malfoy, sinister Professor Snape, and wise
Headmaster Albus Dumbledore. Adventures galore ensue.
The seventh and final book of the blockbuster Harry Potter
series follows the wizard's last year at Hogwarts School of
Witchcraft and Wizardry. 12,000,000 first printing.
Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone - Slytherin Edition
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"Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone". Teaching Literature
in the English Classroom
Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone - Literature in the
English Classroom
Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone - Ravenclaw Edition
A Deluxe Pop-up Book
The essential introduction to the world of Harry Potter: three
magical adventures in one beautiful box set. Every great story has a
great beginning. From the moment Harry Potter is deposited on the
doorstep of number four, Privet Drive, with a swish of Albus
Dumbledore's cloak and the words 'Good luck, Harry', J.K. Rowling's
irresistible storytelling pulls readers into an unforgettable, magical
adventure. Harry Potter is a milestone in every child's reading
journey and this gorgeous, collectable three-book set is the perfect
introduction for new readers and young Muggles everywhere. This
beautifully produced box set containsHarry Potter and the
Philosopher's Stone,Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets
andHarry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban, with enchanting cover
art by Jonny Duddle - plus three gorgeous, colourful bookmarks with
memorable quotes from favourite Harry Potter characters!
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Seminar paper from the year 2019 in the subject English Language
and Literature Studies - Literature, grade: 2,3, University of
Duisburg-Essen (Anglophone), language: English, abstract: It has
not been a surprise that over the last years the novel of a boy with a
scar and magic abilities has inspired children and adults. People
cannot stop reading the story of a young boy who goes to a wizard
school named Hogwarts. But have they thought why readers are
attracted to this book series? And how it has influenced them in
different ways? These are questions, this paper tries to answer.
Furthermore, the main goal will be to answer the question in what
way does symbolism appear into the novel? What is the meaning of
the symbols in this novel? These questions will be answered by both:
analysing the context in which they appear and their possible
meaning in the novel. The answer would be simple: Due to many
stylistic and rhetorical devices, J. K. Rowling enlightens the world of
the and gives us the possibility to discover it. However, a big part of
this input comes from symbolism she uses as an author to catch
attention in a better way. An entire generation has been influenced
of how the author J. K. Rowling turns the world of a book into a
living one. Therefore, it is no surprise that this piece of fantasy
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literature has become an important object of various studies. The
novel itself can be investigated in several ways. This means Harry
Potter as a fantasy novel is a masterpiece of literary and stylistic
devices. It can also be approached as a good example of how an
author could with use of symbolism write a good novel. In this term
paper, the author would therefore like to limit the field of study to
the meaning of the symbols we can find in Harry Potter.
Furthermore, there will be a short definition to give an overview
about what are core aspects in Heroic fantasy? This should help to
get an impression of what is important in this genre and how it is
presented. The term paper will be structured with a theoretical
framework, the analysis and a conclusion to summarise all
important results and with a look in the future concerning
symbolism. There are a lot of traditional symbols with different
origins and meanings. In this term paper the author is describing
only the most common symbols like e.g. good versus evil, magic,
names and spells and other important symbols which she considers
as nameable. She will be working with the hypothesis that patterns
can be found in the manner of symbolism in many various ways.
A special new edition in celebration of the 20th anniversary of the
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publication of Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone, with a
stunning new cover illustration by Caldecott Medalist Brian
Selznick. There is a door at the end of a silent corridor. And it's
haunting Harry Potter's dreams. Why else would he be waking in the
middle of the night, screaming in terror? It's not just the upcoming
O.W.L. exams; a new teacher with a personality like poisoned honey;
a venomous, disgruntled house-elf; or even the growing threat of HeWho-Must-Not-Be-Named. Now Harry Potter is faced with the
unreliability of the very government of the magical world and the
impotence of the authorities at Hogwarts. Despite this (or perhaps
because of it), he finds depth and strength in his friends, beyond
what even he knew; boundless loyalty; and unbearable sacrifice. This
gorgeous new edition in celebration of the 20th anniversary of the
publication of Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone features a
newly designed cover illustrated by Caldecott Medalist Brian
Selznick, as well as the beloved original interior decorations by Mary
GrandPré.
The Greek translation of the first Harry Potter book, Harry Potter
and the Philosopher's Stone, in which Harry Potter, a normal elevenyear-old boy, discovers that he is a wizard. Long ago, Harry's parents
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were killed in a battle with the evil Lord Voldemort. When we first
meet Harry, he is living miserably with his repulsive and nonmagical
(or Muggle) Aunt Petunia and Uncle Vernon Dursley, and their even
more revolting son, Dudley. Following a bizarre but hilarious chain
of events, Harry finds himself at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and
Wizardry with an outrageous cast of characters, including super
smart Hermione Granger, vile Draco Malfoy, sinister Professor
Snape, and wise Headmaster Albus Dumbledore. Adventures galore
ensue.
Harry Potter Y La Piedra Filosofal (Harry Potter 1) / Harry Potter
and the Sorcerer's Stone
Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone - Gryffindor Edition
Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets
Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone - Hufflepuff Edition
Test 1
Harry Potter has never even heard of Hogwarts when the letters start dropping on the doormat at
number four, Privet Drive. Addressed in green ink on yellowish parchment with a purple seal, they
are swiftly confiscated by his grisly aunt and uncle. Then, on Harry's eleventh birthday, a great beetleeyed giant of a man called Rubeus Hagrid bursts in with some astonishing news: Harry Potter is a
wizard, and he has a place at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. An incredible adventure
is about to begin!
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"Harry Potter y la piedra filosofal es el primer volumen de la ya clásica serie de novelas fantásticas
de la autora británica J.K. Rowling. «Con las manos temblorosas, Harry le dio la vuelta al sobre y vio
un sello de lacre púrpura con un escudo de armas: un león, un águila, un tejón y una serpiente, que
rodeaban una gran letra H.» Harry Potter nunca ha oído hablar de Hogwarts hasta que empiezan a
caer cartas en el felpudo del número 4 de Privet Drive. Llevan la dirección escrita con tinta verde en
un sobre de pergamino amarillento con un sello de lacre púrpura, y sus horripilantes tíos se
apresuran a confiscarlas. Más tarde, el día que Harry cumple once años, Rubeus Hagrid, un hombre
gigantesco cuyos ojos brillan como escarabajos negros, irrumpe con una noticia extraordinaria:
Harry Potter es un mago, y le han concedido una plaza en el Colegio Hogwarts de Magia y
Hechicería. ¡Está a punto de comenzar una aventura increíble! ENGLISH DESCRIPTION Harry
Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone is the first volume of British author J.K. Rowling's now classic series
of fantasy novels. "With trembling hands, Harry turned over the envelope and saw a purple wax seal
with a coat of arms: a lion, an eagle, a badger, and a snake, all surrounding a large letter H." Harry
Potter has never heard of Hogwarts before, until letters start falling at the doorstep of 4 Privet Drive.
The address is written in green ink on a yellowed parchment envelope with a purple wax seal stamped
on it, and his repugnant aunt and uncle rush to remove and hide them. Later, on Harry's eleventh
birthday, Rubeus Hagrid, a gigantic man whose eyes sparkle like black beetles, shows up with
extraordinary news: Harry Potter is a wizard, and he has been awarded a place at Hogwarts School of
Witchcraft and Wizardry. An incredible adventure is about to begin!
Celebrate 20 years of Harry Potter magic! Harry Potter has never even heard of Hogwarts when the
letters start dropping on the doormat at number four, Privet Drive. Addressed in green ink on
yellowish parchment with a purple seal, they are swiftly confiscated by his grisly aunt and uncle.
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Then, on Harry's eleventh birthday, a great beetle-eyed giant of a man called Rubeus Hagrid bursts
in with some astonishing news: Harry Potter is a wizard, and he has a place at Hogwarts School of
Witchcraft and Wizardry. An incredible adventure is about to begin!These new editions of the classic
and internationally bestselling, multi-award-winning series feature instantly pick-up-able new jackets
by Jonny Duddle, with huge child appeal, to bring Harry Potter to the next generation of readers. It's
time to PASS THE MAGIC ON ...
Seminar paper from the year 2007 in the subject English - Literature, Works, grade: 1,0, Ernst Moritz
Arndt University of Greifswald (Anglistik/ Amerikanistik), language: English, abstract: Table of
contents 1 Why do we have to teach literature? 1.1 Tasks of literature: Cultural Enrichment,
Language Enrichment, Personal Involvement 1.2 Teaching fiction in school 1.3 Criteria for text
selection 2 The phenomenon Harry Potter" 2.1 Task proposals to teach Harry Potter" 3 Reading
activities 3.1 Pre-reading activities 3.2 While-reading activities 3.3 Post-reading activities 4
Conclusion about teaching Harry Potter 5 5. Bibliography 5.1 Book sources 5.2 Internet sources"
????? ?????? ? ??????????? ??????
Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stane
Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone. Symbols of Heroic Fantasy
Harry Potter and the philosopher's stone
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone; Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets; Harry Potter and
the Prisoner of Azkaban

Seminar paper from the year 2007 in the subject English Literature, Works, grade: 1,0, Ernst Moritz Arndt University
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of Greifswald (Anglistik/ Amerikanistik), language: English,
abstract: Table of contents 1 Why do we have to teach
literature? 1.1 Tasks of literature: Cultural Enrichment,
Language Enrichment, Personal Involvement 1.2 Teaching
fiction in school 1.3 Criteria for text selection 2 The
phenomenon „Harry Potter“ 2.1 Task proposals to teach „Harry
Potter“ 3 Reading activities 3.1 Pre-reading activities 3.2
While-reading activities 3.3 Post-reading activities 4
Conclusion about teaching Harry Potter 5 5. Bibliography 5.1
Book sources 5.2 Internet sources
Harry Potter y la piedra filosofal es el primer volumen de
la ya clásica serie de novelas fantásticas de la autora
británica J.K. Rowling. «Con las manos temblorosas, Harry le
dio la vuelta al sobre y vio un sello de lacre púrpura con
un escudo de armas: un león, un águila, un tejón y una
serpiente, que rodeaban una gran letra H.» Harry Potter
nunca ha oído hablar de Hogwarts hasta que empiezan a caer
cartas en el felpudo del número 4 de Privet Drive. Llevan la
dirección escrita con tinta verde en un sobre de pergamino
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amarillento con un sello de lacre púrpura, y sus
horripilantes tíos se apresuran a confiscarlas. Más tarde,
el día que Harry cumple once años, Rubeus Hagrid, un hombre
gigantesco cuyos ojos brillan como escarabajos negros,
irrumpe con una noticia extraordinaria: Harry Potter es un
mago, y le han concedido una plaza en el Colegio Hogwarts de
Magia y Hechicería. ¡Está a punto de comenzar una aventura
increíble! ENGLISH DESCRIPTION The beloved first book of the
Harry Potter series, now fully illustrated by award-winning
artist Jim Kay. For the first time, J.K. Rowling's beloved
Harry Potter books will be presented in lavishly illustrated
full-color editions. Kate Greenaway-award-winning artist Jim
Kay has created over 100 stunning illustrations, making this
deluxe format a perfect gift as much for a child being
introduced to the series, as for the dedicated fan. Harry
Potter has never been the star of a Quidditch team, scoring
points while riding a broom far above the ground. He knows
no spells, has never helped to hatch a dragon, and has never
worn a cloak of invisibility. All he knows is a miserable
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life with the Dursleys, his horrible aunt and uncle, and
their abominable son, Dudley -- a great big swollen spoiled
bully. Harry's room is a tiny closet at the foot of the
stairs, and he hasn't had a birthday party in eleven years.
But all that is about to change when a mysterious letter
arrives by owl messenger: a letter with an invitation to an
incredible place that Harry -- and anyone who reads about
him -- will find unforgettable.
Witchcraft, wizardry - fiction.
A special new edition in celebration of the 20th anniversary
of the publication of Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone,
with a stunning new cover illustration by Caldecott Medalist
Brian Selznick. The war against Voldemort is not going well;
even Muggle governments are noticing. Ron scans the obituary
pages of the Daily Prophet, looking for familiar names.
Dumbledore is absent from Hogwarts for long stretches of
time, and the Order of the Phoenix has already suffered
losses. And yet... As in all wars, life goes on. Sixth-year
students learn to Apparate - and lose a few eyebrows in the
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process. The Weasley twins expand their business. Teenagers
flirt and fight and fall in love. Classes are never
straightforward, though Harry receives some extraordinary
help from the mysterious Half-Blood Prince. So it's the home
front that takes center stage in the multilayered sixth
installment of the story of Harry Potter. Here at Hogwarts,
Harry will search for the full and complex story of the boy
who became Lord Voldemort - and thereby find what may be his
only vulnerability. This gorgeous new edition in celebration
of the 20th anniversary of the publication of Harry Potter
and the Sorcerer's Stone features a newly designed cover
illustrated by Caldecott Medalist Brian Selznick, as well as
the beloved original interior decorations by Mary GrandPré.
Harry Potter
??+!JY'T2!ar!G*!N( (Harry Potter and the Philosopher's
Stone)
Irish Gaelic Editon
Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone - 25th Anniversary
Edition
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Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince
J.K. Rowling, one of the world's most inspiring writers, shares
her wisdom and advice. In 2008, J.K. Rowling delivered a deeply
affecting commencement speech at Harvard University. Now
published for the first time in book form, VERY GOOD LIVES
presents J.K. Rowling's words of wisdom for anyone at a turning
point in life. How can we embrace failure? And how can we use
our imagination to better both ourselves and others? Drawing
from stories of her own post-graduate years, the world famous
author addresses some of life's most important questions with
acuity and emotional force.
'Harry Potter e a Pedra Filosofal' conta a história de um menino
que dorme embaixo de uma escada na casa dos tios. Quando ainda
bebê, Harry teve sua casa invadida por um terrível bruxo
responsável pelo assassinato de seus pais e é o único
sobrevivente. Porém, Harry não sabe disso, e acha que é apenas
um garoto normal que às vezes parece fazer coisas estranhas
acontecerem. Entretanto, no dia de seu aniversário de 11 anos,
Harry recebe uma visita inesperada e descobre que é um bruxo,
assim como seus pais foram, e que está convidado a ingressar na
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Escola de Magia e Bruxaria de Hogwarts. Harry, então, vai para
Hogwarts, onde irá aprender poções, feitiços e a jogar
Quadribol, e se meter em aventurar que irão ensiná-lo sobre a
vida.
Seminar paper from the year 2018 in the subject English Literature, Works, Karlsruhe University of Education, language:
English, abstract: The following essay aims to find answers to
the question of how the combination of several different genres
contributes to the fascination of the Harry Potter novels. This
will, due to space restrictions, be achieved through an
exemplary analysis of the three genres that were amongst the
most frequently mentioned in connection with the Harry Potter
books: Fantasy, the folktale, and the school story. Before
taking a closer look at the three major genres of Harry Potter,
the following chapter will first of all briefly define the
concept of genre in general, give a short explanation of how
genres can be used in terms of marketing strategies and of how
they can influence the reader. The main emphasis of the essay
will be on the following three chapters that are more or less
constructed equally and contain in each case one of the abovePage 16/24
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mentioned genres. In the first part of each chapter, the genre
will be defined and examined according to its origins, followed
by an analysis of the main characteristics that constitute each
genre. Subsequently, the characteristics of each genre will be
analysed within Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone, to
show that Rowling’s book series actually incorporates the
different genres. Finally, it will be illustrated, how the three
different genres affect the reader, leading to the fascination
of the novels. As the fantasy genre influences all the others,
this genre will be presented first and the most extensive,
followed by the folktale and ultimately the school story.
In the tradition of the great classic children's series,
including Winnie the Pooh and Paddington Bear, the first Harry
Potter book is now available in Latin. Translated with wit,
sensitivity and panache, the translation is both accurate and
fluent. Of huge interest to all those who are studying Latin,
whether at school or at a higher level, this is the perfect gift
for the Harry fan who has everything.
Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone by J.K. Rowling (Book
Analysis)
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Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows
Harry Potter Boxed Set
The Fringe Benefits of Failure and the Importance of Imagination
Harrius Potter et philosophi lapis

The magical books that started it all are now available in paperback in a set of
three: "Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone; Harry Potter and the Chamber of
Secrets"; and "Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban."
An utterly enchanting feast of a book, this stunning collector's edition of the
full-colour illustrated Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone is a volume to
treasure for a lifetime. Brimming with rich detail and humour, Jim Kay's
dazzling depiction of the wizarding world and much loved characters will
captivate fans and new readers alike. In oil, pastel, pencil, watercolour, pixels
and a myriad of other techniques, Jim Kay has created over 115 astonishing
illustrations; there really is magic on every page. This beautiful, super-deluxe
slipcased collector's edition of J.K. Rowling's timeless classic features an
opulent format with exclusive double gatefold and intricate foiled line art by
Jim Kay on the real cloth cover and slipcase - the ultimate must-have edition for
any fan, collector or bibliophile.
Mr. and Mrs. Dursley, o nummer fower, Privet Loan, were prood tae say that
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they were gey normal, thank ye awfie muckle. They were the lest fowk ye wid
jalouse wid be taigled up wi onythin unco or ferlie, because they jist widnae
hae onythin tae dae wi joukery packery like yon. 2017 will see an auspicious
alignment of anniversaries. J. K. Rowling's debut novel Harry Potter and the
Philosopher's Stone has already been translated into a staggering 79
languages--Itchy Coo's Scots translation will be language number 80. Since
2002, the Itchy Coo imprint has been wowing young readers and challenging
old attitudes with bold new translations of books by Roald Dahl, Julia
Donaldson, David Walliams, Alexander McCall Smith, A.A. Milne, Asterix and
others--and done it all in the wonderful Scots language which has the power to
engage, excite and entertain readers of all ages. Matthew Fitt's translation of
J.K. Rowling's phenomenal adventure story will break new ground and earn a
place in hearts of young Scots readers and Harry Potter fans alike.
A set of four removable lenticular postcards celebrating Harry Potter and the
Philosopher's Stone, along with sixteen other fascinating non-lenticular
postcards from the film. At the end of Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone,
Harry Potter is given a magical gift by Hagrid: an album of moving
photographs, including a photo of Harry's parents and one of Ron, Hermione,
and Harry together. Inspired by Harry's album, this postcard book includes a set
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of four removable lenticular images that re-create some of the beloved scenes
from the Harry Potter movie. Also included are sixteen regular postcards
featuring fascinating images from the wizarding world, perfect for sending to
friends and family.
Ancient Greek Edition
Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone Enchanted Postcard Book
Very Good Lives
Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone (Irish)
Pop-up illustrations present scenes from the first of the "Harry
Potter" books, including Hogwarts School, a quidditch match, and the
Mirror of Erised.
Turning the envelope over, his hand trembling, Harry saw a purple wax
seal bearing a coat of arms; a lion, an eagle, a badger and a snake
surrounding a large letter 'H'. Harry Potter has never even heard of
Hogwarts when the letters start dropping on the doormat at number
four, Privet Drive. Addressed in green ink on yellowish parchment with
a purple seal, they are swiftly confiscated by his grisly aunt and
uncle. Then, on Harry's eleventh birthday, a great beetle-eyed giant
of a man called Rubeus Hagrid bursts in with some astonishing news:
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Harry Potter is a wizard, and he has a place at Hogwarts School of
Witchcraft and Wizardry. An incredible adventure is about to begin!
Having become classics of our time, the Harry Potter eBooks never fail
to bring comfort and escapism. With their message of hope, belonging
and the enduring power of truth and love, the story of the Boy Who
Lived continues to delight generations of new readers.
"Relish great Slytherin moments - Professor Snape's duel with Gilderoy
Lockhart, the terrifying stare of the King of Serpents - and enjoy
exciting features and illustrations that celebrate the noble character
of Slytherin House. Entertaining bonus features exclusive to [this]
house accompany the novel"--Publisher's description.
Bhí cónaí ar mhuintir Dursley in uimhir a ceathair Privet Drive ...'
The first words of J.K. Rowling's timeless classic are familiar to
readers the world over as 'Mr and Mrs Dursley, of number four, Privet
Drive ...' Learners and lovers of the Irish language will delight in
Máire Nic Mhaoláin's sparkling Irish language translation of Harry
Potter and the Philosopher's Stone, which perfectly captures the wit
and invention of the original, now reissued with stunning new cover
art from Jonny Duddle.
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone / Harry Potter and the Chamber
of Secrets / Harry Poter and the Prisoner of Azkaban
Detailed Summary, Analysis and Reading Guide
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Harry Potter 1-3 Box Set: a Magical Adventure Begins
Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets - Slytherin Edition
Harry Potter Y La Piedra Filosofal / Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's
Stone

No te huringa o te kopaki, i tana ringa e wiri ana, ka kite iho a Hare i tetahi hiri-wakihi
waiporoporo e whakaatu ana i tetahi tohu kawai; he raiona, he ikara, he patiha me tetahi
nakahi e karapoti ana i tetahi pu 'H' e rahi ana. Kaore ano a Hare Pota i paku rongo korero
e pa ana ki Howata i te taenga haeretanga o nga reta ki a Mita H. Pota, i Te Kapata i raro i
te Arapiki, i te 4 o te Ara o Piriweti. He mea tuhi ki te wai kanapanapa i runga i te kirihipi
ahua kowhai nei, i tere ra te kohakina e nga matua keke wetiweti o Hare, e nga Tuhiri.
Heoi, i te huringa tau tekau ma tahi o Hare, ka papa mai tetahi tangata hitawe ake nei, a
Rupehu Hakiri, me etahi korero whakamiharo: he kirimatarau a Hare Pota, a, kua whai
turanga ia ki Te Kura Matarau o Howata. I te pukapuka tuatahi o nga tino korero ma nga
tamariki a mohoa nei, ka whakamohio a Rana ratou ko Heremaiani, ko Tamaratoa, ko
Ahorangi Makonara i a Hare me te kaipanui ki te Kuitiki me Tera-e-Mohiotia-ra, ki te
whainga o te matarau me te oha mai i mua. I te whakaawenga o te whakawhitia ki te reo
Maori e Leon Heketu Blake, ka timata te korero i konei. Turning the envelope over, his
hand trembling, Harry saw a purple wax seal bearing a coat of arms; a lion, an eagle, a
badger, and a snake surrounding a large letter 'H.' Harry Potter has never even heard of
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Hogwarts when letters start arriving for Mr H. Potter, The Cupboard under the Stairs, 4
Privet Drive. In emerald-green ink on yellowish parchment, they are swiftly confiscated
by Harry's grisly aunt and uncle, the Dursleys. Then, on Harry's eleventh birthday, a great
giant of a man called Rubeus Hagrid bursts in with some astonishing news: Harry Potter
is a wizard, and he has a place at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. In the
first volume of one of the greatest children's stories of all time, Ron and Hermione,
Dumbledore and Professor McGonagall introduce Harry and the reader to Quidditch and
You-Know-Who, to the promise of magic and the inheritance of the past. Now
inspirationally translated into te reo Maori by Leon Heketu Blake, the story starts here.
Это - сказка, рассказанная зимней ночью. Веселое и грустное повествование о вражде и дружбе, магии и
смекалке, благородстве и предательстве, любви и ненависти, между которыми один шаг
Celebrate 20 years of Harry Potter magic with four special editions ofHarry Potter and the
Philosopher's Stone. Gryffindor, Slytherin, Hufflepuff, Ravenclaw ... Twenty years ago
these magical words and many more flowed from a young writer's pen, an orphan called
Harry Potter was freed from the cupboard under the stairs - and a global phenomenon
started.Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stonehas been read and loved by every new
generation since. To mark the 20th anniversary of first publication, Bloomsbury is
publishing four House Editions of J.K. Rowling's modern classic. These stunning editions
will each feature the individual house crest on the jacket and sprayed edges in the house
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colours. Exciting new extra content will include fact files, profiles of favourite characters
and line illustrations exclusive to that house. Available for a limited period only, these
highly collectable editions will be a must-have for all Harry Potter fans in 2017.
The Illustrated Collection
Harry Potter: The Complete Collection (1-7)
Harry Potter e a Pedra Filosofal
Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone. A Combination of Genres
Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone: MinaLima Edition
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